


CIAG 2022: Accelerate Digital Transformation For full CIAG2022 details, visit 
www.isaca.org.my  

 
ISACA Malaysia is excited to announce the return of its virtual Cybersecurity, IT Assurance and Governance (CIAG) Conference! As witnessed and 
experienced by many last year, the virtual conference has allowed us to bring in subject matter experts beyond our shores, and we strive to do 
the same this year. We are privileged to have ISACA’s Global Chief Membership & Marketing Officer, Julia Kanouse, joining us to kick start the 3 
days event, followed by a series of sharing sessions by some of the most esteemed speakers locally as well as outside of Malaysia. 
 
Rapid advances in technology and the emergence of new digital solutions have accelerated the digital transformation agenda. Many organizations 
are starting to feel the pressure to take advantage of digital opportunities or risk losing out in competition. Along with this comes rising concerns 
on the risk of technology and digital adoption - security, privacy and technology resiliency are just amongst the few. This CIAG Virtual Conference 
will feature many points of views presented by our esteemed subject matter experts in various plenaries, panels and masterclasses. The main 
conference on 9th and 10th of August will feature keynote address, plenary and panel discussion sessions, while 11th August conference day will 
be split into concurrent management and technical masterclasses covering the latest development on cybersecurity, IT governance, business 
continuity management and assurance, in the context of digital transformation. These classes are designed to provide ‘live’ practical experiences 
and thoughts sharing by the speakers. 
 
This year’s CIAG will be fully electronic - in addition to the online program presentation, conference delegates can leverage on the conference 
virtual platform to stay in tune with the plenary speakers, conference schedules and provide feedback as well as accessing the presentation and 
sponsors materials. For full CIAG2022 details, visit www.isaca.org.my. 
 

Virtual Conference Day 1: 9th August 2022 
0900 – 0910 Opening Remarks by Organizing Chairperson – Jasmine Goh 

0910 – 0950  Keynote: In Pursuit of Digital Trust 
Julia Kanouse 
Chief Membership & Marketing Officer, ISACA 
 
As organization’s transform their business processes and customer experiences to better leverage digital technologies, they 
introduce new complexities and risks.  No digital transformation can be successful without digital trust. Trust is fundamental to 
value creation and business growth in our digital world. When trust is present, consumers and business are more likely to 
exchange and transact, which speeds up innovation, economic expansion, and ultimately the creation of value. In this 
presentation, Julia will share how ISACA is defining digital trust and how ISACA members can accelerate and champion trust within 
their organizations. 
 

0950 – 1005 Break 

1005 – 1100 Plenary Session: Accelerate Digital Transformation with Next Generation Remote Access Architecture aka ZTNA 2.0 
Ian Lim 
Field Chief Security Officer, JAPAC, Palo Alto Networks 
 
The pandemic pushed our legacy remote access architecture to its limits. Scaling on-premise solutions became an issue. 
Backhauling was a performance nightmare especially for global companies. And most importantly, the security efficacy of legacy 
solutions cannot meet the demands of a borderless workforce that wants to access any application from anywhere – be it on-
premise, cloud or SaaS. These issues are not trivial for any organization, given the fact that advanced attackers are capitalizing on 
the weaknesses of this legacy architecture. Remote access framework needs to be elevated to meet the threats of today as well 
as address the changing landscape of the new workforce. In addition to security, this architecture must also be reliable, scalable 
and easy to use and manage. 
 

1100 – 1115  Break 

1115 – 1210 Plenary Session: Predictive Security for Digital Transformation - Where did we go wrong? 
Krishna Rajagopal 
Chief Executive Officer, AKATI Sekurity 
 
If security products were so effective, why do we still get hacked? 
 
This talk covers an in-depth dive into the latest cyber threats and trends amidst the current threats landscape prevalent in 
Malaysia. Expect a no-holds-barred discussion regarding how the increasing level of new technology adoption will offer a new 
means to cybercrime.  A wide variety of information security topics will be addressed to provide a vital understanding of the 
increasingly sophisticated and advanced cyber threats, especially with the emergence of new technologies. We aim to disclose 
what every Top Management should know about cybersecurity and what the Cybercriminals don’t want you to know.  Through 
this thought-provoking talk for practitioners, management, and leadership roles alike, each participant will leave with a renewed 
sense of understanding on Cybersecurity Digital Transformation. 
 

1210 – 1225  Break 
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1225 – 1320  Panel Discussion: Accelerate Digital Transformation - Is Cloud the Only Solution? 
Chair: Nickson Choo, Deputy Director, Bank Negara Malaysia 
Panellist: 
 Jason Yuen, Partner – Technology Consulting & CyberSecurity Leader, EY 
 Retnendran Sivasupramaniam, Portfolio Audit Head – Technology / Digital & Data Analytics, AmBank Group 
 Anwer Yusoff, Head of CyberSecurity Industry Engagement & Collaboration Department, CyberSecurity Malaysia 

 
Rapid advances in technology and the emergence of new digital solutions have accelerated the digital transformation agenda. 
Many organizations are starting to feel the pressure to take advantage of digital opportunities or risk losing out in competition. 
In this session, we will explore with our panel speakers the emerging technologies commonly adopted - answering the question 
“is Cloud the only solution?”, and whether digital transformation has transcended and moved beyond front office function e.g. 
risk, compliance and internal audit. 
 

1320 – 1400 Virtual Booth Visit 

End of Day 1 

Virtual Conference Day 2: 10th August 2022 
0900 – 0905 Welcome Back & Recap Message by Organizing Chairperson – Jasmine Goh 

0905 – 1000  Plenary Session: Cyber Security: Where It Fits in the Digital Transformation Risk Landscape 
Jo Stewart-Rattray 
Director of Technology & Security Assurance, BRM Advisory 
 
This presentation looks at where cyber security fits in the digital transformation risk landscape from a Chief Security Officer’s 
perspective.  How you can create a security first approach at the same time as considering risks and making security an enabler 
of digital transformation rather than a road block. 
 

1000 – 1015 Break 

1015 – 1110  Plenary Session: Installation Vs Implementation – Accelerating the Change Program through Cultural Osmosis! 
Brian Hay APM 
Executive Director, Cultural Cyber Security Pty Limited 
 
Too often we subscribe to the manta of “build it and they will come”.  And in these endeavours all of the effort is put into the 
technical installation, integration, and digital manipulation to wonderfully “install” a new amazing and technical offering…. 
However, it may adopted, utilised and exploited by only 10% of the workforce, therefore never realising its full potential and 
never delivering the savings and benefits of which it is indeed capable.  This is completely the opposite of “Installation”, where 
the new technology is embraced, utilised, appreciated, and immediately commences a return on its investment….. the difference 
“People”.  Making people part of the change program and building a culture of change, continual improvement and the pursuit 
of excellence is a recipe for enduring success.  Leave people out of it and you get installation.  This session will explore the 
difference between Installation and Implementation but then further extend that conversation towards acceleration of the 
change program through Cultural Osmosis!  The enablement and unlocking of the potential of the human element….. the most 
vital ingredient in the entire recipe, but too often forgotten!  The mysterious world of the psychology of the technology! 
 

1110 – 1125  Break 

1125 – 1220 Plenary Session: Accelerate Digital Transformation Through a Security Cyber Supply Chain 
Leonard Ong 
Senior Director | Regional Information Security Officer, Intercontinental China, GE Healthcare 
 
Cyber supply chain has a critical role for any organizations who are working towards accelerating their digital transformation.  
One key critical component of the cyber supply chain is software. The threats arising from the compromised approved 
applications has created notable cyber events impacting enterprises of different scales. With the threat being seen increasingly 
more frequently and damaging in recent times, we have to step up our game in understanding the threat, assessing our existing 
strategies & control, and finally adjusting our processes and controls. This presentation will discuss the importance of cyber supply 
chain, the recent cyber events along the chain and what we can do to step-up and be resilient. 
 

1220 – 1235  Break 

1235 – 1330  Plenary Session: To Be Announced 
To be announced 
To be announced. Find out on the latest details in the CIAG2022 site: www.isaca.org.my   
 
 

1330 – 1400 Virtual Booth Visit 

End of Day 2 
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Virtual Conference Day 3: 11th August 2022 
0900 – 0910 Welcome Back & Recap Message by Organizing Chairperson – Jasmine Goh 

0910 – 1025 Technical Masterclass: The Digital Bang for OT – Consequence 
Driven, Cyber-informed Engineering (CCE) 

 Jaco Benadie 
Partner 
Ernst & Young Consulting Sdn Bhd 
 

Will discuss topic in relation to the digital transformation for 
Operational Technology and the Consequence Driven, Cyber-
informed Engineering (CCE) - which is aim to reduce the impact 
of an advanced, targeted cyber sabotage campaign on an 
organization's most critical operations in the evolving digital 
landscape. 
 
 
 
 

Management Masterclass: To be announced 
 

 Michel Feijen 
Managing Director APAC & MEI  
MetricStream 

To be announced. Find out on the latest details in the CIAG2022 
site: www.isaca.org.my   
 

1025 – 1040 Break 

1040 – 1155 Technical Masterclass: Are You Leaving Data to Chance? Data 
Governance at the Core of An Organization’s Digital 
Transformation Journey 

 Ong Khai Chiat 
Partner & Data and Analytics Leader  
PwC Malaysia 

Ronald Chung 
Partner, Risk Assurance Data Trust Services 

PwC Singapore 

 

 
Data should be at the core of any organization's digital 
transformation journey and is arguably an organization’s most 
important asset. Data fuels growth yet still possesses its own 
risks, resulting in an organization’s make-or-break situation. 
Why leave data to chance? Embedding good data governance 
at the core of an organization's digital transformation journey 
ensures that data is usable, accessible, protected, and supports 
better analytics to improve decision making and outcomes.  
Through this session, participants will be able to gain a deeper 
appreciation of what, who, why, and how in forming a sound 
data governance framework with effective data management 
practices and get tips for aligning data governance with digital 
and business strategy to achieve your organization’s purpose. 
 
 
 

Management Masterclass: Managing COVID-19 and Global 
Supply Chain Crises: Re-align Your Business Continuity and 
Crisis Management Programs toward Operational Resilience 

 Dr Goh Moh Heng 
President, BCM Institute  
Managing Director, GMH Continuity Architects 

 
 
 

• Learn and adapt lessons from COVID-19 and the global 
supply chain crisis 

• Review and rethink existing business continuity and 
crisis management protocols 

• Integrate and upgrade communication, technology, 
policy, and compliance requirements 

• Emphasize the commitment of the leadership 
• Start re-aligning and working holistically toward 

operational resilience and not recovery 
 

1155 – 1210  Break 

1210 – 1325 
 

Panel Discussion: Accelerate Digital Transformation - How to Strike a Balance Between Innovation, Risk and Security in a 
Digital Driven Organization 
Chair: Clarence Chan, Partner – Digital Trust & CyberSecurity, PricewaterhouseCoopers Risk Services Sdn Bhd 
Panellist: 
 Dato' Ts. Dr. Haji Amirudin Bin Abdul Wahab, Chief Executive Officer, CyberSecurity Malaysia 
 Boey Yan Yee, Director of Technology,SterlingCheck APAC 
 Faisal Yahya, Country Manager, Vantage Point, Indonesia  

 
As organizations accelerate their investment in new technologies, along with this comes rising concerns - security, privacy and 
ethics are just amongst the few. In this session, the panel speakers will share with us how successful organizations are managing 
the “risk-reward equation” carefully as the adoption of emerging technologies takes place and how risk managers play an 
important role. 
 
 
 

1325 – 1400 Lucky Draw & Closing Remark 

End of Day 3 
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CYBERSECURITY, IT ASSURANCE & GOVERNANCE VIRTUAL CONFERENCE 2022 
ACCELERATE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

9th – 11th AUGUST 2022 [9.00AM – 2.00PM] 

REGISTRATION FORM 
Contact Person Details 

Organization Name 
Address 

Name Designation 
Email Tel. 

Delegate Details 

No Delegate Name |Designation ISACA 
Membership #  

Supporting  
Organisation # 

Email 
Address * 

Mobile 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Fee (For Each Delegate) 

Early-Bird Fees  
(by 29th July)  
RM 1,080 
RM 980 
RM 780 

Normal Fee 
(after 29th July) 
RM 1,280 
RM 1,180 
RM 980 

- Normal Delegate
- Supporting Organization Member
- ISACA Member 

For special packages of 5 or more 
delegates from the same organization, 
contact us at officeadmin@isaca.org.my 
or +6017-2196225 (Mr. Jayaseelan) 

Payment Details 

Please email the payment details / remittance advice for our records before places are confirmed. 

Direct Bank-In made (Ringgit Only) 
Bank Information: Malayan Banking Berhad | Account No.: 512231822725 
Bank in slip / confirmation MUST be emailed to officeadmin@isaca.org.my or faxed to +603 7726 1257 with cover note 
stating organization name / delegate details. 
Enclosed is a cheque / bank draft payable to INFORMATION SYSTEMS AUDIT AND CONTROL ASSOCIATION 
Cheque / Bank Draft No. 
Bank Amount (RM) 

Important Information 
As good practice, ISACA Malaysia Chapter is informing you that your personal data will be processed, retained and used by 
ISACA Malaysia Chapter in relation to this training event. Your personal data may also be retained and used by ISACA Malaysia 
Chapter to market and promote training events conducted by ISACA Malaysia Chapter. 
ISACA Malaysia Chapter reserves the right to make changes / amendments to the program should unavoidable circumstances 
arise. 
Registration will only be confirmed upon receipt of registration e-form, followed by payment. Payment has to be made 
before the Virtual Conference to guarantee the delegate’s place. 
A refund minus a service charge of 10% will be levied for cancellations received in WRITING by 5 August 2022. No refund will 
be made for request after this date. Substitutions are allowed for a registered delegate. 

* Email address is required to create unique login ID to the CIAG 2022 Virtual Platform

Note: This is an editable PDF. 
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